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In this paper, we propose a novel approach for dynamic texture representation based on complex
networks. In the proposed approach, each pixel of the video is mapped into a node of the complex
network. Initially, a regular complex network is obtained by connecting two nodes if the Euclidean
distance between their related pixels is equal or less than a given radius. For each connection, a weight is
deﬁned by the difference of the pixel intensities. Given the regular complex network, a function is
applied to remove connections whose weight is equal to or below a given threshold. Finally, a feature
vector is obtained by calculating the spatial and temporal average degree for networks transformed by
different values of threshold and radius. The number of connections of pixels from the same frame and
from different frames, respectively, gives the spatial and temporal degrees. Experimental results using
synthetic and real dynamic textures have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dynamic textures have emerged as new ﬁeld of investigation that
can be deﬁned as visual phenomena that exhibit spatial and temporal
regularity. This recent ﬁeld of investigation extends the texture image
concepts to the spatio-temporal domain. Dynamic textures present the
following characteristics [1]: (i) richer content compared to individual
images; (ii) spatial and temporal regularity; (iii) large amount of raw
data; and (iv) very little prior structure. These characteristics appear in
a wide range of videos, which make their analysis important in several
applications of computer vision. Examples of applications include
classiﬁcation of corrosion evolution of different nanostructures, classiﬁcation of the growth of bacterial populations, monitoring trafﬁc or
crowds, detection of disasters such as ﬁres.
The dynamic texture methods aim at characterizing the video in
terms of its content, so that, it is possible to classify the videos into
categories. Most of the existing methods can be divided into four
categories: (i) motion-based methods, (ii) spatio-temporal ﬁltering
and transform-based methods, (iii) model-based methods, and
(iv) spatio-temporal geometric property based methods. The methods from the motion-based category are the most popular due to the
efﬁcient estimation of measures from motion, such as optical ﬂow
n
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[2–4]. Motion is a natural way to describe the local dynamics and
then stands for a powerful cue for visual recognition. The spatiotemporal ﬁltering and transform-based methods describe dynamic
textures at different scales in space and time through spatiotemporal ﬁlters, such as wavelet transform [5–7]. The model-based
methods represent dynamic textures by means of mathematical
models [8,9], such as the generative models (e.g. linear dynamical
systems – LDS) [8,10–13]. These generative models naturally provide
a representation that can be used in applications of synthesis [14],
segmentation [12,8] and classiﬁcation [11,15,12]. Recently in this
category, agent methods have been proposed to dynamic texture
analysis [9]. These methods use deterministic partially self-avoiding
walks to extract appearance and temporal features from the dynamic
textures. Finally, the spatio-temporal geometric property based
methods are based on properties of moving contour surfaces [16].
From the trajectory surfaces, it is possible to extract motion and
appearance features based on the tangent plane distribution [16].
Although major advances have been reported, the dynamic texture
representation still remains an open and difﬁcult problem due to the
characteristics of dynamic textures. The reader may consult [17] for a
review of dynamic texture methods.
In this work, we propose a new approach for dynamic texture
recognition based on complex networks. The complex network
popularity relies on the ﬂexibility and generality for representing
any natural structure, including dynamic textures. As far as the
authors know, this work is the ﬁrst to report the use of complex
networks on dynamic texture description. In the proposed approach,
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a complex network represents the video of the dynamic texture by
mapping each pixel into a node and connecting two nodes if the
distance of their related pixels is equal to or below a given radius. We
expect that each type of dynamic textures (e.g. corrosion evolution of
different nanostructures) provides complex networks with speciﬁc
topological features. In order to measure the topological features, we
propose the spatial and temporal degrees. Thus, the proposed
method is able to describe both appearance and motion of dynamic
textures using the degrees. The spatial degree extracts appearance
features while and motion features are extracted using the temporal
degree. By using both measurements, the proposed method is able to
discriminate dynamic textures with different appearances (spatial
variance) and dynamic textures with different dynamics (temporal
variance). Experimental results have shown that these measurements are discriminative for synthetic and real dynamic textures. In
the trafﬁc video classiﬁcation, the proposed method achieved the
highest correct classiﬁcation rate compared to state-of-the-art.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a brief review of the complex network theory. In Section 3, the
proposed method for dynamic texture recognition is described in
detail. The experiments conducted and the results for synthetic
and real dynamic textures are presented in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions and future works are given in Section 5.

2. Complex network theory
Complex network has recently attracted a lot of attention due to
its multidisciplinary nature, taking place in areas such as biology [18],
sociology [19], computer vision [20,21], and physics [22]. We can cite
three main developments that have contributed for the complex
network research [23]: (i) investigation of the small-world networks
[24], which are characterized by small average node-to-node distance; (ii) investigation of the scale-free networks [25], which are
networks whose degree distribution follows a power law; and (iii)
identiﬁcation of community structures in networks [26].

Conceptually, the complex network research lies at the intersection between graph theory and statistical mechanics [23]. The
graph theory is a well-established area in computer science and
mathematics, while the complex network theory has emerged
from physics and sociology. Most research in complex networks
involves two main steps: representation of the problem as a
complex network followed by the analysis of its topological
features obtained by a set of measurements. Given the measurements, it is possible to identify different categories of structures.
2.1. Complex network representation and measurements
The complex networks are represented by graphs. An undirected weighted graph C ¼ ðN; EÞ is deﬁned by a set of nodes
N ¼ fni g and a set of edges E ¼ feni ;nj g, where eni ;nj A R represents
the weight of the connection between nodes ni and nj. In
undirected graphs, the edge eni ;nj is equal to edge enj ;ni .
The most traditional measurements from complex networks are
the node degree and node strength. The reader may consult [23] for a
review of complex network measurements. The node degree kðni Þ of
a node ni is given by the number of edges containing ni, according to

1; eni ;nj A E
kðni Þ ¼ ∑
ð1Þ
0 otherwise
nj
The degree strength kwðni Þ is given by the sum of weights of
the edges containing ni:

eni ;nj ; eni ;nj A E
kwðni Þ ¼ ∑
ð2Þ
0
otherwise
nj

3. Complex network for dynamic textures
To describe the proposed method, let us consider a video that
consists of a pair ðV; VÞ where V is a set of pixels and V is a mapping

Fig. 1. Examples of function ϕ applied over a video composed by three frames. Figures (b) and (c) correspond to a transformation using thresholds τ0 o τ1 . (a) Regular
complex network. (b) τ0. (c) τ1.
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that assigns to each pixel i ¼ ðxi ; yi ; t i Þ A V an intensity VðiÞ A ½0; 255.
To model the video as a complex network C ¼ ðN; EÞ, each pixel is
mapped into a node of the set of nodes N. A regular complex
network Cr is obtained by connecting two nodes ni and nj if the
Euclidean distance between their related pixels is equal to or below
a given radius r. For each edge eni ;nj A E, a weight is deﬁned by the
pixel intensity difference:


jVðiÞ V ðjÞj if distði; jÞ rr
ð3Þ
NaN
otherwise
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where distði; jÞ ¼ ðxi  xj Þ2 þ ðyi  yj Þ2 þ ðt i  t j Þ2 is the Euclidean
distance between pixels i and j. The pixel intensity difference
jVðiÞ V ðjÞj is not affected by changes in mean luminance [27]. Thus,
the weights of the complex network are invariant against gray-level
shifts. In Fig. 1(a), we show an example of a regular complex network.
In this example, the video has three frames and each node is
connected with its neighbors in a given radius. All nodes have the
same number of connections except those on the borders.
Given the regular complex network Cr, a function is applied
over the edges to obtain a complex network that reveals different
texture properties. The function C rτ ¼ ϕðC r ; τÞ consists of removing
edges according to their weights [27,28]. Edges with weight equals
to or below τ are selected (Eq. (4)). Examples of this function using
two thresholds τ0 o τ1 over the regular complex network are
illustrated in Fig. 1. We can see that the number of connections
increases as the threshold increases.
eni ;nj ¼


eni ;nj ¼

eni ;nj

if 0 r eni ;nj r τ

NaN

otherwise

ð4Þ
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frame, according to

1; eni ;nj A E and t i ¼ t j
ks ðni Þ ¼ ∑
0 otherwise
nj

ð5Þ

Similarly, the spatial node strength is given by

eni ;nj ; eni ;nj A E and t i ¼ t j
kws ðni Þ ¼ ∑
0
otherwise
nj

ð6Þ

On the other hand, the temporal degree kt ðni Þ of node ni is the
number of edges that connects ni to other nodes in different
frames, according to

1; eni ;nj A E and t i a t j
ð7Þ
kt ðni Þ ¼ ∑
0 otherwise
nj
The temporal node strength is given as follows:

eni ;nj ; eni ;nj A E and t i a t j
kwt ðni Þ ¼ ∑
0
otherwise
nj

ð8Þ

Fig. 2(a) shows a complex network containing only the spatial
degree ks while Fig. 2(b) presents a network containing only the
temporal degree kt. The main idea of the spatial degree is that it
can describe the appearance of the video, for example, different
ﬂags waving in the same dynamic. On the other hand, the
temporal degree aims at describing different dynamics, such as
the same ﬂag waving in different ways. Thus, both degrees provide
interesting features for classifying dynamic textures.
3.2. Feature vector

The function ϕðC r ; τÞ can be considered as a multiscale network
analysis [27]. For each threshold τ, the regular complex network is
transformed into a τ-scaled network. Compared to the regular
complex network, a τ-scaled network presents different properties
and reveals the structure and topology related to its scale. Small
values of τ provide complex networks that models the details of
the image represented by small sets of pixels (e.g. Fig. 1(b)). As the
value of τ increases, the complex network models global information of the image, such as edges of the image. Thus, the proposed
method aims at combining measures (e.g., average degree) from
some τ-scaled networks to achieve a multiscale network analysis.

To describe the topology of the complex network, we present a
feature vector composed of spatial and temporal degrees. This
feature vector is calculated for a complex network C rτ built using
radius r and threshold τ, according to

3.1. Spatial and temporal degrees

ks ¼

To measure the topological features from the transformed
complex network C rτ , we propose the spatial and temporal
degrees. The spatial degree ks ðni Þ of node ni is given by the number
of edges that connects the node ni to other nodes in the same

To obtain a multiscale network analysis, we concatenate feature
vectors for different values of threshold τ. The values of the
threshold are between the interval τ0 r τ r τf and incremented
by a constant τi. Thus, a combined feature vector φr, which

φrτ ¼ ½ϑrτ ; ωrτ 

ϑrτ ¼ ½ks ; kt ; kbs ; kbt ; k~s ; k~t 
ds ; kw
dt ; kw
~ s ; kw
~ t
ωrτ ¼ ½kws ; kwt ; kw

ð9Þ

where ϑτ is the statistics of the degree, ωτ is the statistics of the
node strength, ks ; kbs ; k~s are respectively the average, energy and
entropy of the spatial degree (the kt statistics are analogous). These
statistics can be computed as follows:
r

1
∑ks ðni Þ;
jNj ni

r

kbs ¼ ∑ks ðni Þ2 ; k~s ¼  ∑ks ðni Þlog ks ðni Þ
ni

ð10Þ

ni

Fig. 2. Example of the spatial and temporal degrees. The spatial degree connects nodes in the same frame while the temporal degree connects nodes from different frames.
(a) ks. (b) kt.
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considers information from different transformed complex networks using radius r is given by

4.1. Synthetic dynamic textures

φr ¼ ½φrτ0 ; φrτ0 þ τi ; …; φrτf 

In Fig. 6, we have plotted the average spatial degree ks and the
average temporal degree kt versus thresholds τ for synthetic
dynamic textures obtained from [32]. Fig. 6(a) shows the synthetic
dynamic textures used in the plots, where the squares indicate the
pixels used to calculate the degree measurements. The samples
differ only in the appearance, sharing the same dynamics. As we can
see from Fig. 6(b), the average spatial degree presented two distinct
curves, which corroborates that the spatial degree explores spatial
cues. On the other hand, the plot in Fig. 6(c) shows that the average
temporal degree did not provide distinguishable curves, since the
dynamic remains the same all over the frames.
To show the discrimination power of the temporal degree,
Fig. 7(a) shows two synthetic dynamic textures that are identical
in appearance, but differ in the dynamics. Both synthetic dynamic
textures are indicated by the squares. We can note that, even for
human beings, this particular identiﬁcation task is quite difﬁcult.
For these dynamic textures, average spatial degree ks can not
discriminate both dynamic textures, since the appearance is the
same (Fig. 7(b)). However using the average temporal degree kt
(Fig. 7(c)), the synthetic dynamic textures can be discriminated
thanks to the temporal properties of the dynamic textures. Using
these synthetic dynamic textures, we corroborate the importance
of using both measures in the dynamic texture representation.

ð11Þ

Finally, the feature vector φ is given by concatenating feature
vectors φr for different values of r (Eq. (12)). The ﬁnal vector
contains information from networks transformed by different
values of radius r and thresholds τ.

φ ¼ ½φr0 ; …; φrn 

ð12Þ

4. Experiments and results
In this section, we present the experiments and the results
obtained by the proposed method. Results for synthetic dynamic
textures and a real application of monitoring trafﬁc are shown in
the following sections. We also present the inﬂuence of the method
parameters and a comparison with the state-of-the-art in the
applications.
Experiments have been conducted on three datasets:

 UCLA dataset [29,30]: this dataset consists of 200 videos



divided into 50 dynamic textures. Examples of the ﬁrst frame
of eight dynamic textures can be seen in Fig. 3.
Dyntex þ þ dataset [31]: the dataset used in this work consists
of 1080 videos divided into 36 classes. Examples of the ﬁrst
frame of eight classes can be seen in Fig. 4.
Trafﬁc dataset [15]: this dataset consists of 254 videos with
great variety of trafﬁc patterns and weather conditions. The
videos are divided into three classes – light, medium, and
heavy trafﬁc. Examples of the three classes can be seen in Fig. 5.

The feature vector proposed in this work is extracted for each
video of the datasets and used in a classiﬁcation system to evaluate
the methods. The classiﬁcation was performed using the NearestNeighbor classiﬁer in the 10-fold cross-validation scheme. This
classiﬁer was chosen due its simplicity, highlighting the importance
of the features.

4.2. Analysis of parameters
We ﬁrst analyze the inﬂuence of each parameter of the proposed
method on the datasets. The four parameters are the radius r, the
initial threshold τ0, the incremental threshold τi and the ﬁnal
threshold τf. In the experiments below, we present the results for
conﬁgurations of these parameters.
The results for different values of initial threshold τ0, responsible
for limiting the scale of the method, are presented in Fig. 8(a). As we
can see, the proposed method achieved the highest classiﬁcation
rate for τ0 ¼ 8; 8; 1 for Dyntexþ þ , trafﬁc and UCLA datasets,
respectively. Low values of τ0 indicate that the details of ﬁnescales are important in the recognition stage.

Fig. 3. Example of the ﬁrst frame of eight classes from UCLA dataset. The classes are, respectively, boiling, candle, ﬂowers, fountain, sea, smoke, ﬁre and plant.
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Fig. 4. Examples of the ﬁrst frame of eight classes from Dyntex þ þ dataset.

Fig. 5. Classes of the trafﬁc dataset. The 254 videos are divided into 3 three classes light, medium and heavy trafﬁc shown in the ﬁrst, second and third columns respectively.

Fig. 8(b) shows a plot for evaluating the incremental threshold τi.
The highest classiﬁcation rate for the trafﬁc dataset is obtained
using τi ¼ 11. On the other hand, high values for τi are required on
Dyntexþ þ and UCLA datasets, respectively τi ¼ 33 and 43. As

expected, high values of τi provided good classiﬁcation rates, since
it allows the proposed method to explore a better range of scales.
On the Dyntexþ þ and UCLA datasets, the range of thresholds is
greater to characterize the variety of dynamic textures.
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Fig. 6. Threshold τ versus average ks and average kt for synthetic dynamic textures with different appearances. (a) Dynamic textures with different appearances. (b) Average
spatial degree. (c) Average temporal degree.
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Fig. 7. Threshold τ versus average ks and average kt for synthetic dynamic textures with different dynamics. (a) Dynamic textures with different dynamics. (b) Average spatial
degree. (c) Average temporal degree.

The ﬁnal threshold τf is evaluated in Fig. 8(c) as a function of the
number of thresholds nτ , τf ¼ τ 0 þnτ nτi . The maximum correct
classiﬁcation rate is achieved for n¼3, 4, 3 on trafﬁc, Dyntexþ þ
and UCLA datasets, respectively. We can observe that few scales
already provided high classiﬁcation rates, an important result with
respect to the computational time. Using these results, we can
determine the suitable set of thresholds for each dataset.
Finally, the radius r determines the zone of connection between
nodes. The evaluation of this parameter is shown in Fig. 8(d). Note
that the best result on the trafﬁc dataset
for the
pﬃﬃﬃispobtained
ﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
concatenation of a few radiuses, r ¼ f 1; 2; 4g. For the
Dyntexþ þ and
UCLA,
pﬃﬃﬃ p
ﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃthe
pﬃﬃﬃofpradiuses
ﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ that provided the best
pﬃﬃﬃset
result is r ¼ f 1; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10g.

Given the above experiments and results, we can conclude that a
greater range of thresholds and radiuses are needed to cover the
wide variety of dynamic textures from the Dyntexþ þ and UCLA
datasets. Since the trafﬁc dataset is composed of similar classes
(highway trafﬁc), a smaller range already provided good results.
4.3. Comparison with other methods
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method against the stateof-the-art, Tables 1–3 provide a comparison of existing methods in the
Dyntexþ þ, UCLA and trafﬁc datasets, respectively. The acronyms NF,
CCR and AUC stand for Number of Features, Correct Classiﬁcation Rate
and Area Under ROC Curve (ROC – receiver operating characteristic).
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Fig. 8. Analysis of parameters in the trafﬁc, Dyntex þ þ and UCLA datasets. (a) τ0. (b) τi. (c) τf. (d) r.
Table 1
Classiﬁcation results for the UCLA dataset. NF, CCR and AUC stand for number of features, correct classiﬁcation rate and area under ROC curve (ROC – receiver operating
characteristic), respectively.
Method

NF

CCR

Precision

Recall

AUC

RI-VLBP
LBP-TOP
DPSW
Proposed method

16,384
768
75
420

77.50( 7 8.98)
95.00( 7 4.44)
95.00( 7 4.78)
95.00( 7 5.19)

0.78( 7 0.10)
0.96( 7 0.05)
0.96( 7 0.05)
0.96( 7 0.06)

0.78( 7 0.09)
0.95( 7 0.04)
0.95( 7 0.05)
0.95( 7 0.05)

0.89(7 0.05)
0.97( 7 0.02)
0.97( 7 0.02)
0.97( 7 0.03)

Table 2
Classiﬁcation results for the Dyntex þ þ dataset. NF, CCR and AUC stand for number of features, correct classiﬁcation rate and area under ROC curve (ROC – receiver operating
characteristic), respectively.
Method

NF

CCR

Precision

Recall

AUC

RI-VLBP
LBP-TOP
DPSW
Proposed method

16,384
768
75
336

97.87(7 1.47)
99.35(7 0.72)
98.33(7 1.26)
99.44( 7 0.67)

0.98( 7 0.01)
0.99( 7 0.01)
0.98( 7 0.01)
0.99( 7 0.01)

0.98( 7 0.01)
0.99( 7 0.01)
0.98( 7 0.01)
0.99( 7 0.01)

0.99( 7 0.01)
1.0( 7 0.00)
0.99( 7 0.01)
1.0( 7 0.00)

Table 3
Classiﬁcation results for the trafﬁc dataset. NF, CCR and AUC stand for number of features, correct classiﬁcation rate and area under ROC curve (ROC – receiver operating
characteristic), respectively.
Method

NF

CCR

Precision

Recall

AUC

RI-VLBP
LBP-TOP
DPSW
Proposed method

16,384
768
75
144

93.31( 7 4.34)
93.70(7 4.70)
93.70(7 4.83)
96.46( 7 4.10)

0.93( 7 0.05)
0.94( 7 0.05)
0.94( 7 0.03)
0.97(7 0.04)

0.93(7 0.04)
0.94(7 0.05)
0.94(7 0.03)
0.97( 7 0.04)

0.96( 7 0.04)
0.95( 7 0.04)
0.96( 7 0.03)
0.98( 7 0.03)

Besides these three performance measures, the table also presents the
Precision and Recall, which are commonly used in the performance
evaluation of algorithms. We can note that the proposed method
provided similar or better results than the state-of-the-art methods:
Rotation Invariant Volumetric Local Binary Patterns (RI-VLBP) [33],
Deterministic Partially Self-avoiding Walks (DPSW) [9], and Local Binary
Patterns – Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) [34]. We have used the

default parameters for each state-of-the-art methods as described in the
original papers. The number of features for RI-VLBP and LBP-TOP can be
calculated by Equations 23P þ 2 and 3  2P [36], where P is the number
of neighbors. For P¼ 4 and P¼8 (default parameters), it is obtained
16,384 and 768 features for RI-VLBP and LBP-TOP, respectively.
In Fig. 9, we present the best previous correct classiﬁcation rates
reported on the trafﬁc dataset and their respective confusion matrices.
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Besides the LBP-TOP and the proposed method, the methods proposed
by Derpanis and Wildes [35] and by Chan and Vasconcelos [15] are
taken in the comparisons. It is worth mentioning that the methods in
[35,15] have used different experimental protocols and consequently
the comparison should be taken cautiously. For example, the work of
Chan and Vasconcelos has used the support vector machine classiﬁer
(SVM), which is known to provide superior results than the Nearest

Neighbor classiﬁer (NN) for the same set of features [36,37]. Since our
focus is on representation, we have chosen a simple classiﬁer (Nearest
Neighbor) to evidence the importance of the features in the classiﬁcation. Even using the NN classiﬁer, the proposed method achieved
superior results compared to the best previous correct classiﬁcation
rates. The proposed method improves correct classiﬁcation rate from
95.28% obtained by Derpanis to 96.46%. Using SVM classiﬁer, our

Fig. 9. Confusion matrices for methods reported in the literature on the trafﬁc dataset. (a) LBP-TOP, 93.70%. (b) Chan, 94.50%. (c) Derpanis, 95.28%. (d) Proposed method using
SVM classiﬁer, 97.24%.

Fig. 10. Example of the ﬁrst frame of three videos from the medium trafﬁc that were incorrectly classiﬁed as heavy trafﬁc.

Fig. 11. Example of the ﬁrst frame of four videos from Dyntex þ þ and UCLA datasets incorrectly classiﬁed. (a) Fire. (b) Smoke. (c) Shower. (d) Foam.

W.N. Gonçalves et al. / Neurocomputing 153 (2015) 211–220

method improves its correct classiﬁcation rate from 96.46 (74.10) to
97.24 (73.62).
As can be seen from the confusion matrices, the medium trafﬁc
class is the most difﬁcult to describe and classify. Fig. 10 shows the
ﬁrst frame of three videos from medium trafﬁc that were incorrectly classiﬁed as heavy trafﬁc by the proposed method. The
appearance of these videos is similar to the heavy trafﬁc, although
the highway speed (temporal information) is similar to the videos
from the medium trafﬁc. Since our method extracts both features
from the videos through spatial and temporal degrees, these three
examples could be classiﬁed as either of two trafﬁc conditions.
Fig. 11 shows the ﬁrst frame of videos from Dyntexþ þ and UCLA
datasets incorrectly classiﬁed. For example, the video of Fig. 11(a) was
incorrectly classiﬁed as class Smoke (Fig. 11(b)). Similarly, the video of
Fig. 11(c) was incorrectly classiﬁed as class Foam (Fig. 11(d)). As we
can see, most of pixels present similar behavior in Fig. 11(a) and (b).
As the method calculates the spatial and temporal average degrees, a
large amount of similar pixels dominate the average.
4.4. Computational complexity
The proposed method represents a dynamic texture as a
complex network, where each pixel is mapped into a node.
Considering a video with N  N  T pixels, each node is connected
to all neighbors inside a ð2r þ 1Þ  ð2r þ 1Þ  ð2r þ 1Þ window.
Therefore Oðð2r þ 1Þ  ð2r þ 1Þ  ð2r þ 1Þ  N 2  TÞ operations are
needed to build the complex network. In video applications, the
radius is much smaller than the number of pixels, i.e., r≪N2  T.
Thus, we can ignore r in the complexity, leading to a computational complexity of OðN 2  TÞ. To build
pﬃﬃﬃ a complex network with
48  48  75 nodes and radius r ¼ 5, it took on average 0.053 s
using 1.3 GHz Intel (R) Core i5, 4 GB RAM and 64-bit Operating
System. These results indicate competitive running time for real
time applications.

5. Conclusion
Complex network is a powerful and ﬂexible tool to model realworld structures and characterize their topology. In this paper, we
propose a novel method for dynamic texture recognition based on
complex networks. After the complex network representation,
spatial and temporal measurements are extracted from the complex
network. These measurements proved to be powerful to characterize the appearance and dynamics of textures. Experiments in
synthetic and real dynamic textures have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. In these experiments, the
proposed method provided better results than state-of-the-art in
the trafﬁc dynamic textures.
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